
Cleaning equipment for tanks and containers



Process Automation
Basca Washing Machine is engineered to automa-
te the washing process of containers. Workers only 
need to place dirty containers into Basca and start the 
washing cycle, the machine will take care of everything 
reducing washing time to a few minutes and using the 
minimum washing media needed for optimal cleaning 
quality.

Labor Safety
Cleaning containers manually is a very consuming 
job to do, due to the exposure to dangerous chemical 
substances and the non-ergonomic movements done 
during washing. With Basca, operators work in 
complete safety doing only ergonomic activities, 
increasing cleaning and job quality of your company. 

Industrial Design
Basca modular design allows you to configure your 
ma chine based on your needs. If your needs evolve, 
your washing machine evolves with them! Adding 
new functionalities or upgrading them it’s easy to 
imple ment.
Basca structure design is studied to delimit washing 
area perimeter and to protect all components its new 
concept gives order and enhance tidiness in the wa-
shing area of your factory.
 
Environmental Friendly
The sustainability of the environment is Basca’s main 
mission. We have started Basca Srl thinking how we 
can help companies reducing the consumption of 
water or dangerous chemicals like solvents, without 
compromising the cleaning quality or contaminating 
final products. Basca modular design allows to easily 
modify the machine and adapt to new cleaning ne-
eds without buying a new machine or discarding the 
existing one, making it even more sustainable for the 
environment!

Who we are?

Basca is an innovative Start-Up aiming to 
make your container and tank cleaning 
process enviro-friendly and more sustainable.

What we do?

Cleaning equipment for industrial tanks and 
containers.



Modular Design
Easy to Install
Compact Layout
Cost Efficient

How can Basca help you?
Basca offers complete consultancy service, starting 
by performing specific cleaning test, installing a Ba-
sca Washing Machine, improving your cleaning cycle 
with specific accessories and providing you with 
ETS - Effluents Treatment Systems to improve even 
further the sustainability of your cleaning process.

Basca Washing Machine
Basca WM can be configured to 
clean using three different cleaning media:
 

Basca Accesories
- High Pressure Cleaning
- Multiple Container Flange
- Automatic Loading/Unloading 
- Media Heating System
- Inertization 
- Sanification 

- Automatic Drying
- External Washing
- Tilting Platform
- Rotating Brushes
- Rinsing Cycle
- IoT Remote access

Water Solvent ATEX

Additional Equipment
- Stocking Tanks (different sizes)
- Fix Tanks WM
- Drum WM

- Solvent Recovery Unit
- Water Treatment System
- Robotic WM / Turnkey Projects

Value Chain

3min. Average cleaning time

80% Less waste disposal 
75% Less workforce

Full safety and quality

Water & Additives



Do you want to improve the sustainability of your cleaning process of 
tanks and containers, by reducing cost, time and improving quality? 
Take our sustainability test now! 
Visit www.basca.tech/cleaning-sustainability-test

BASCA Srl
Via Beslan 30, 
41058 Vignola (MO) 
Modena - Italy 
P.iva 03795210362
www.basca.tech
info@basca.tech

Why should you consider Basca?

Insane waste disposal bills from container 
and tank cleaning

Unsafe container and tank cleaning labor

Consuming huge amounts of 
cleaning media

Experiencing bad container and tank 
cleaning quality
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